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EQUITY OUTLOOK FROM CIO’S DESK
Indian markets are at new highs with every successive opinion poll confirming the BJP led National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) moving closer to the majority mark of 272 seats needed to win the general elections. Not only has
BJP’s own seat tally increased from 161 in July-13 to 212 in March-14, with a large swing expected in its favour in
the Hindi Heartland, but they have been successful in smartly attracting regional allies brushing across party
differences. As per the polls, the NDA alliance will still need some outside support to form the government but the
given the momentum in their favour, we believe it should not be a big challenge.

While current investor sentiment is extremely bullish citing "Modi Rally", the seeds of this rally were sown in Sept13 when the Congress led UPA under pressure of the depreciating INR and pressure from global rating agencies to
avoid a downgrade undertook a series of steps to curb India’s Fiscal and Current Account Deficit (CAD). With help
from the able stewardship of Raghuram Rajan as the RBI governor they were able to convincingly stabilise the INR.
We would probably not have been such a strong so called ‘Modi Rally’ had the CAD been high and INR volatile.
So what can Narendra Modi as a potential Prime Minister bring to the table on top of some good work already
done over the past 7-8 months?
A growth focussed Vision for the country compared to the practice of populist doles like subsidised food,
power etc. Economic growth is the need of the hour to solve our problems.

water,

Modi’s chief ministership of Gujajrat has shown him to be a very decisive leader. Modi’s decision making style is to
get all concerned people in a room, debate the problem over 6-8 hours with all concerned members present and
end with a decision on the way forward and monitor its implementation over subsequent months. This is in
contrast to the current practice of first letting the problem explode in their faces, delay any decision, setup up
committees to find solutions, delay a little more until the Supreme Court brings the issue under its ambit.
He bridges the Credibility Deficit that the current Government has lost over the last few years.
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EQUITY OUTLOOK FROM CIO’S DESK
Being a Chief Minister Modi understands the need to work with states to bring critical legislation into effect. Most
big reforms in India come under the purview of the state. This understanding should help him to fast track
implementation of the much discussed reforms whether it is Goods & Service Tax (expected to drive 100-200 bps
improvement in economic growth), Direct Tax Code (simplify taxation), Mining Policy, Infrastructure programmes,
reviving the manufacturing sector, unshackling the potential of the agricultural sector etc. and restoring domestic
and foreign investor confidence .

A new effective leadership brings hope to both corporate and individuals for a better economic future helping
reverse the Vicious cycle of 2011-13 where external capital dried up for India due to policy paralysis which lead to
slower growth, strained balance sheets, mounting non-performing loans for the banking sector and reduced
employment to a more Virtuous cycle of faster decision making, ample capital, thereby helping deleveraging
corporate balance sheets (Already seeing Tata Steel, Jaiprakash Associates, GMR Industries to name a few sell
down assets to pare debt) and strengthening of the financial system to help fund economic growth.
The last few years have seen corporates retool their cost structures and balance sheets for the current normal of
low growth. Any sustainable pickup in growth will help companies kick in operating leverage and thus drive
earnings growth over next 2-3 years. For e.g. Maruti Suzuki, a portfolio company (and like several others), over the
past three years has been on a huge indigenisation and cost cutting drive while simultaneously investing in R&D to
bring at least one new model to market every year for next 4-5 years. While new model launches have just begun,
with the successful launch of Celerio AMT, lack of volume growth has not allowed operating leverage to kick-in
which should eventually occur over the next 2-3 years as confidence in the economy increases.

Hiren Ved
Chief Investment Officer
Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd
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DEBT OUTLOOK
Macroeconomic indicators have provided some relief with better series from inflation (CPI at two year low) and
current account deficit (CAD at 0.9% - lowest in 8 years). Food inflation was at a 10-month low. The Rupee continues
to benefit from incremental improvement in external sector account, increased market confidence in the central
bank, hopes for a stable, progressive government after elections and also strong FII flows. Rupee today stands
privileged to be one of the best performing and least volatile currency within the emerging market basket over the
last couple of months.
In First Bi-Monthly Monetary Policy Statement for FY 2014-15, RBI maintains the status quo on policy rates with the
broad direction of policy setting influenced by the Dr Urjit Patel committee recommendations. The RBI has also
announced additional measures to further refine the liquidity management operations, In line with the recent RBI
stance of de emphasizing guaranteed liquidity access at the overnight Repo window, the access to overnight LAF has
been reduced to 0.25% of NDTL, along with increase in term repo under 7 and 14 days to 0.75% of NDTL. The RBI has
also restricted debt FIIs from investing in Treasury Bills, with incremental investment allowed only in Government
securities with residual maturity of 1 year and above. The RBI has also cautioned about the year-end window dressing
by banks, which have resulted in liquidity tightness and also abnormal moves in various segments of the financial
market. The RBI is expected to announce proposals to mitigate these practices.
In terms of policy guidance, the RBI reiterated that stance will be firmly focused on achieving the disinflationary glide
path that sees CPI at 8% by January 2015 and 6% by January 2016. At this juncture, it assesses it appropriate to hold
rates at current level, allowing previous tightening to have effect in the economy. Moreover, it guides that if inflation
continues along intended glide path, further tightening is not anticipated at this juncture. A more directional stance
on rates would be primarily dependent on the new government’s fiscal stance, with external sector developments
also influencing the outlook on inflation. A more pro active liquidity management as seen in the last few months with
term repo being the primary instrument would ensure that the overnight rates remain in line with the prevailing
policy stance and also the short end of the curve remains well anchored in the absence of any additional liquidity
premium.
RBI also issued Borrowing calendar for the first half of this fiscal year. H1 gross borrowing pegged at INR 368,000
crores and net borrowing at INR 293,000 crores (comparable figures of INR 344,000 crores and INR 269,000 crores
respectively for H1 last year). These constitute 62% of gross borrowing and 64% of net borrowing respectively (versus
61% and 57% respectively for last year). The resumption of Government borrowing after a gap of almost 2 months
would have its own challenges in terms of absorption in the absence of both rate cut and OMO expectations. Also
the possibility of review in borrowing numbers in the full year Budget post elections.
Given the RBI stance on achieving the disinflationary glide path that sees CPI at 8% by Jan 2015 and 6% by Jan 2016
and continuous supply of Govt. securities we expect yields will be range bound between 8.75% to 9% for coming
month. High short term rates would continue in April and May so we believe FMP and accrual strategies will keep
giving attractive yields. As long term yield i.e. 10 Year G-sec is trading above 9% we suggest 15-20% allocation in long
term bonds.
Rupesh Nagda
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DISCLAIMER
General Risk factors
• All investment products attract various kinds of risks. Please read the relevant Disclosure Document/ Investment Agreement
carefully before investing.
General Disclaimers
• The information and opinions contained in this report/ presentation have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable,
but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such information is accurate or complete.

• Information and opinions contained in the report/ presentation are disseminated for the information of authorized recipients
only, and are not to be relied upon as advisory or authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of due diligence and
judgement by any recipient.
• The information and opinions are not, and should not be construed as, an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or
make any investments.
• Nothing contained herein, including past performance, shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future
performance.
• The services related to Mutual funds, Insurance, Real Estate, Art, Commodity etc. may merely be a referral / advisory services
in nature. Such third party investment products or services do attract the general and specific risk factors unique to those
respective products or services, which would be mentioned by the manufactures of those products in the respective product
documentation. The prospective investors in such third party products are advised to read and understand those risk factors
& disclaimers, in addition to what has been stated herein. Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd., its Group or affiliates have
not verified and do not take any responsibility for any statements, numbers or claims made, omitted to be made or implied in
any documentation, presentations etc. which have been created by the manufacturers of such third party products or
services.
• The client is solely responsible for consulting his/her/its own independent advisors as to the legal, tax, accounting and related
matters concerning investments and nothing in this document or in any communication shall constitutes such advice.
• The client is expected to understand the risk factors associated with investment & act on the information solely on his/her/its
own risk. As a condition for providing this information, the client agrees that Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd., its
Group or affiliates makes no representation and shall have no liability in any way arising to them or any other entity for any
loss or damage, direct or indirect, arising from the use of this information.
• This document and its contents are proprietary information of Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd and may not be
reproduced or otherwise disseminated in whole or in part without the written consent.
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